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Aircraft Photography Part 6 - Air to Air
Contributed by Chris Gee
Chris Gee continues his series on Aircraft Photography in this issue with a comprehensive air-to-air essay, written with the help of three international experts in
the field. We weren’t planning on it covering ten pages but the images and content are so interesting that it seemed like a crime to edit any of them out. Even if
photography isn’t your thing, you’re sure to enjoy the enthusiasm for aviation that these people have and which Chris has captured within his article.
WELCOME to episode six of our aviation photography tutorial
presentations, and I was able to meet many photographers and ask
series. So far we have covered the technical aspects of how to work
lots of questions. My first opportunity to try air-to-air photography
your camera, compose your shots and take the best aviation photos
was while working at Pilot Getaways magazine, and I’ve been able
that you can - from the ground. But there really
to continue air-to-air at my current job at
Meet our Experts
is only one way to photograph an aircraft
Plane & Pilot magazine.” View Jessica’s
in its natural environment… from the
stunning work at www.jessicaambats.com
air. How else can you get an image of an
airplane from above, with its undercarriage
Gavin Conroy
retracted, the ground zooming past below,
Gavin Conroy’s images are already
and a huge grin on the pilot’s face? The airwell known to many of you. He is New
to-air shoot is every aviation photographer’s
Zealand’s leading air-to-air photographer
dream, and photos taken in the air will be
and is published in virtually all of the
the crème de la crème of their portfolio.
Australasian aviation magazines as well as
Gaining an air-to-air photo opportunity
many international publications. Gavin has
can be a rare experience for the casual
photographed almost the entire collection
enthusiast because trained formation
of classic aircraft and warbirds that operate
pilots aren’t that common and because
within New Zealand, and is an integral part
the whole process can indeed become
of the community that organises the Omaka
Michael Jorgensen
expensive, especially if rare warbirds or
Classic Fighters airshow. Gavin describes
jets are involved. That said, providing the
his start in air-to-air photography: “I started
pilots have the appropriate skills, a lot of
flying at the age of 16 and in the next few
fun and satisfaction can be had from going
years enjoyed flying around the countryside
flying with a friend to take pictures of their
taking friends and family for flights in
(or your) aircraft. There are some special
aircraft like the trusty Piper Tomahawk.
techniques involved and in this tutorial we
Around 2004 I was looking through
seek advice from three legendary air-tomagazines and really enjoying looking at the
air photographers, who generously agreed
marvellous air-to-air photographs. As I had
to share their collective wisdom with us.
ruled out the possibility of flying a WW2
They have an extremely varied array of
fighter myself I decided that if I couldn’t fly
these aircraft types I could always try and
experience, with quite individual styles,
fly with them. Following the Warbirds Over
and we are very grateful for not only their
Gavin Conroy
Wanaka Airshow in 2004, the Editor of
knowledge and thoughts, but also a selection
Classic Wings magazine, Graham Orphan,
of their gorgeous images.
mentioned that he thought some of my
First, some introductions:
ground based photos from the air show
were pretty good and said “you really should
Jessica Ambats
consider taking photography seriously…”
Based out of southern California,
That’s when I decided to get involved in
Jessica Ambats is currently the editor of
photographing aircraft in their natural
the popular Plane & Pilot magazine. A
environment. For me flying with legends
Harvard graduate, Jessica serves on the
and pilots I admire is what I enjoy most and
board of the International Society for
Aviation Photography and was awarded
that continues to drive my desire to fly and
“Best of the Best” by Aviation Week &
photograph aircraft, whether it be on the
Space Technology. She has photographed
ground or in the air”. Check out Gavin’s
Jessica Ambats
a variety of aircraft over the years, and
website at www.capphotography.ifp3.com
has become renowned for her stunning backdrops, warm colours,
and for achieving the ‘full propeller blur’ so many others strive
Michael Jorgensen
for. Jessica’s passion for aviation photography is clear: “I really
Our third contributor is Michael ‘Jorgo’ Jorgensen, an
enjoy photography, but my true passion is flying - a fascination
experienced military pilot who has undertaken some incredible
that I’ve had since I was a kid. If I can’t be flying, then taking
air-to-air shoots, including flights with The Red Arrows and The
a photo of it is the next best thing.” An instrument-rated pilot
Blue Angels. His dramatic images have appeared in magazines and
with formation flying training, she got her first introduction to
Defence Force public relations handouts across the globe. With
aviation photography at a meeting of the International Society for
a varied and adventurous flying career, including civilian work
Aviation Photography in 2003: “I was completely in awe of the
in Australia and a stint flying Aermacchi MB-339’s for the Royal
10
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New Zealand Air Force, Michael
moved to England in 2001 after the
RNZAF Strike Wing was disbanded.
Currently his ‘day job’ involves
flying VC-10 air refuelling tankers
for the Royal Air Force, which has
seen him stationed as far away as
the Falkland Islands. His connection
to New Zealand remains strong,
however, and if you’re lucky, you
might run into him at an airshow
here. Michael’s foray into air-toair photography started after the
Air Force capitalised on his talent
behind the lens. He would take
the spare back seat if the official
civilian media were not able to fly.
Michael explains: “As my boyhood
dream was to become an Air Force
pilot, I used to buy and read the
print off just about any aviation
book, magazine or poster. It was the
photographs of high performance
aircraft that really captured my
imagination. When I was fortunate
enough to join the Air Force, I
bought my first SLR camera in
order to record my experiences.
Eventually my work was recognised
by my squadron bosses, and I was
often tasked with the photography
or filming of special events and
fly-pasts. I like to capture and share
some of the uniqueness of my work
and the photographic opportunities
that come with it.” More of
Michael’s images can be seen on his
website www.actionairimages.com
Safety and Planning

The most important factor in
air-to-air photography, the one
thing that should be on your
mind at all times, more than your
camera settings, your technique
or your composition, is SAFETY.
Everything else must come
secondary to this. While the overall
responsibility for ensuring a flight
is carried out safely does rest with
the lead pilot of the formation, any
Crew involved (of which you will
be one), also have critical safety
roles to play regarding awareness,
observation, and of course your
own behaviour throughout the
flight.
The Red Arrows, Royal Air Force:
1/400 - f7.1 – ISO 100 – 20mm.
Michael likes to use a wide-angle lens
when shooting with an aerobatic display
team, putting you ‘in the seat’ with them.

Michael Jorgensen

For feedback on this or any other article in KiwiFlyer, email: editor@kiwiflyer.co.nz
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Before any air-to-air flight can commence, a comprehensive
of day, scenery at that location, and whether you can physically
Pre-Flight Briefing must be carried out. Jessica explains: “The
twist around far enough in that super tight cockpit, sitting on that
brief will determine the script of the shoot, and nothing should be
very hard ejection seat, whilst wearing all that gear. It can be a tight
improvised in the air. It’s the pilots who make all of the difference
squeeze – and then you might start pulling G…”
in being safe and getting
As the photographer, it is
good photos.” Gavin adds,
your responsibility to let the
“This is the time to have a
pilots know what shots you
good face-to-face talk with
want during this briefing,
every pilot involved in the
however the pilots will
flight. Everybody must know
always have the final word
the plan and ensure the
on how this will be achieved.
brief is followed. Sometimes
Gavin explains: “The
we will go over the same
photographer can make most
brief three times to ensure
of the decisions in terms of
that nobody has missed
background, altitude, sun
anything. This is also the
position etc. At the pre-flight
time for subject and camerabriefing the subject and
ship pilots to discuss any
camera-ship pilots will do
issues.” There can be a lot
most of the talking once the
of material to get through
photographer decides what
Michael Jorgensen
in the briefing, so allow
type of photos are required.
plenty of time for it. Topics
The photographer must
Extra 300: 1/320 – f3.5 – ISO 100 – 33mm. This is a truly unique perspective…
Photographed from the open cockpit of a Pitts Special flying inverted over the subject.
that need to be discussed
pay attention to every word,
include outlaying the flight
remember frequencies, and
plan, radio frequencies used,
all of the other info needed
fuel limitations, the weather,
for the flight. It can be a very
emergency procedures, the
demanding environment and
capabilities of the various
the more the photographer
aircraft involved and what
knows about the flight the
manoeuvres the pilots are
better, just in case someone
comfortable flying. Michael
forgets something as it can
has spent hundreds of hours
happen”. Michael adds,
in pre-flight briefings over
“The amount of influence
the years, and believes that
I have depends on the time
“The importance of the
and freedom I’m given
pre-flight briefing cannot be
beforehand. Again, the pilots
underestimated. Fitting in a
have the final say, so I never
shoot during a demanding
press them for anything.
military training mission
Everyone has to be happy
Michael Jorgensen
may mean that absolutely no
with the plan before walking
U.S. Navy, The Blue Angels: 1/125 – f11 – ISO 100 – 10mm. A combination of very to the aircraft, and most of
setups might be available,
wide-angle lens, close aircraft and a low altitude make for an action packed image.
and that you are limited to
the time it means I have to
shooting what you happen to see. However, even a five-minute
compromise. You need to consider the capability and performance
window of freedom can be an absolute gift, and you need to
of the photo ship and subject aircraft, and of the respective pilots.
plan what one or maybe two unique shots you will go for if the
If I am unsure of the pilot’s abilities, I will forcefully encourage
opportunity arises. Think of the position of the sun for that time
them to keep it simple. If an unknown pilot suggests ‘joining your
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Michael Jorgensen

The RAF Merlin HC3: 1/125 – f8 – ISO 100 – 75mm. A beautiful head-on shot with lots of rotor blur. From the open ramp of another Merlin over Oxfordshire.

wing whilst inverted’ or something equally demanding, I will talk
them out of it until a later flight (if at all). Also, cloud cover plays
a part, and I may consider staying below, or climbing above the
clouds. I always brief any new civilian pilots involved and make sure
they know that I think they are good, and I do not want them to
try and impress me – keep it simple, and keep it safe.” Gavin goes
so far as to say “Basically if everyone is not thinking safety, safety,
safety, then you shouldn’t be up there in the first place.”
Formation Flying

Formation flying is inherently dangerous, and there can be a fine
balance when carrying out formations for air-to-air photography
between getting the shots you want, and keeping the flight safe.
Often, the formation will involve aircraft with very different
capabilities and flying characteristics, which adds more factors
into the equation. Everybody involved should understand these
differences before the flight commences. Gavin explains “Usually
you are dealing with subject and camera ships that are often very
different. For example, taking photos of an L-39 Albatross from a
platform like a Harvard means the Harvard is going flat out and the
L-39 is merely idling, so an aircraft like that must always be on the
outside of the turn to get a few extra knots of airspeed as that will
make things a bit easier.”
Gavin has photographed some formations of very dissimilar

aircraft over the years, and has found that “changing formations
following the brief is not a good idea. Only take the time you need
to get the photos. If the brief was to fly two orbits for example and
you get all the photos you need after one then there is no need to
fly the second orbit. Good pilots will appreciate this as that gives
them an indication that time is important, especially when flying
alongside aircraft that are expensive to operate. If the photographer
requests no more than five formation changes and makes sure those
changes are straightforward and easy to achieve, then the easier the
flight will be. The more the photographer tries to cram in, the more
likely it is that the brief will not be followed and that is when things
start to fall to pieces. If things are not going well then end the flight
right then and there. It is not worth trying to improvise as there
is always another day. Remember that the camera ship pilot will
be flying the profile that the photographer wishes to fly so will be
looking straight ahead, not at the subject, so the photographer is the
eyes for the camera ship pilot.” Jessica adds “it’s important to agree
on the terminology that you’ll be using for positioning instructions
before the flight so there’s no confusion in the air. Once up in the
air, I first position the entire formation relative to the background.
Then, I’ll position individual airplanes relative to each other. I relay
positioning instructions via my photo-ship pilot, or sometimes I’ll
use hand signals. Once I have the planes set up, I’ll tell my photoship pilot how to adjust the orbit pattern as necessary. Formation

If you’ve done something interesting in aviation recently, contact KiwiFlyer and share it with the NZ aviation community.
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flying is dangerous, and you want to minimise the risks. I only use
strike is difficult for everybody, so flying 360 degree orbits means
extremely experienced formation pilots on my shoots.”
the light is changing all of the time so you will get some good
There are, of course some very important rules of behaviour
photos as you go around the circuit.”
when you are onboard a photo-ship. You need to be communicative
There is a consensus among our three experts that the best time
and professional, and
to try an air-to-air shoot is
know when to be silent so
during the ‘golden hour’
the pilots can make their
just after sunrise or before
radio calls. Michael says,
sunset. Jessica explains:
“I’m always very aware of
“Timing is critical for getting
avoiding any contact with
great air-to-air photographs.
the aircraft controls, and
I prefer the end of the day,
being aware of what my
because you are working into
camera may be touching.
the good light, whereas in
Loose articles are a no-no.
the mornings you are rapidly
I also wear fire resistant
losing the good light. I like
clothing, gloves and a helmet
to shoot in direct sunlight, so
in appropriate aircraft. As
I usually won’t launch for a
an experienced pilot I’m
photo flight if it’s overcast.”
fairly big on maintaining
“Early morning and late
situational awareness, and
afternoon is preferable”
I’m not afraid to voice
Gavin agrees. “That way you
any concerns immediately
can get nice long shadows
and loudly, including over
and the aircraft colours look
the radio to all players. In
better. However, there are
between photographs I’m
times when I have been told,
also maintaining a general
“it’s now or never” so we
lookout, checking for
go anyway. The higher the
other aircraft and other
sun gets, the brighter the
obstructions.”
background looks, and you
It’s not uncommon for
can end up with exposure
all the participants in a
issues. Sometimes the
formation to do a ‘walksubject’s colours can look a
through’ before the flight,
little washed out but that’s
where they will literally
the way it goes. At the end
walk through any formation
of the day, if I can’t fly at the
changes and memorise
time that suits me then we
their positions. Needless to
will fly when the owner or
say, there are many rules,
operator wants to fly.”
regulations and safety
“During Dawn and Dusk,
concerns involved with any
the sunlight is softer, more
formation flight, and no
golden, and the ground
worthy pilot is going to risk
textures are more interesting
Gavin Conroy
their licence or reputation
and prominent.” Michael
just so you can get your
The Magnificent Seven, Omaka 2007: 1/250 – f5.6 – ISO 100 – 45mm. Taken from a says. “Midday is the worst
helicopter, this was a difficult image for Gavin to arrange and shoot, “It was a bit bumpy time – however many of my
‘money-shot’.
that morning, but we did manage to get the aircraft in a perfect formation.”
shoots happen exactly then.
Lighting, Technique and Composition
Sometimes you just have to make the best of it!”
As with all types of photography, the quality of light available
Once in the air you will be facing some tough decisions as far as
will have a major impact on your images. There is an added
your camera settings go. The shutter speed you aim for will depend
dimension to consider when performing an air-to-air shoot
on whether the subject has a moving propeller or rotor you are
however, since your subject can be arranged in three dimensions.
trying to blur, or if it is a jet, allowing you to use a much higher
Your vector to the sun will be critical. “The sun behind you is
shutter speed since you will be able to ‘freeze the action’ without
always best,” says Gavin. “Let the subject pilot know that when they
producing a boring, stationary propeller. Remember also that the
are looking into the sun then you will be getting good photos. Sun
colour and finish of your subject may trick your camera into over-
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or under-exposing this image against the background (Refer back to
manoeuvres, especially loops and wingovers, and I prefer to tilt the
episode 1 and 2 for more information on this). An added challenge
camera to show the horizon level, emphasising the unusual attitude
when shooting from onboard another aircraft is the extra buffeting
of the aircraft. Sometimes though I have to remember that the
and vibrations you have to deal with. So how do you find a balance
background might be stunning, and I’ll pull back enough to include
between using a low shutter speed to achieve propeller blur while
much more of it.”
avoiding camera shake to achieve sharp images?
Jessica, Gavin and Michael all mention how important it is to
The Photo-Ship and Experience
keep your lens out of the airstream, and to try to keep as little of
There are a variety of aircraft that can be used as a photo-ship.
your body as possible against the seat or fuselage of the aircraft,
It can be a tandem aircraft, with you sitting in the back seat, such
to avoid the transmission of vibrations through to your camera.
as a Harvard, or a passenger aircraft with the side door removed,
Depending on the type of aircraft you are shooting from, this can
such as a Cessna 172. You may find you are shooting out of a
be easier said than done.
helicopter, or out the back
Gavin “Every aircraft has
of a transport aircraft with
a small space where the
its rear ramp lowered. Each
buffet is a bit lower in the
photographer has his or
cockpit so you need to find
her own favourite aircraft
that position and stay there.”
to use as a photo-ship.
Michael adds “Having the
Jessica prefers a Bonanza
pilots fly closer also means
and Seneca with the rear
I use a very wide angle
door removed, while Gavin’s
lens, which minimises the
favourites are the Harvard,
apparent shake. An Image
Nanchang, Cessna 172 and
Stabilised lens also helps
Piper Cub. Michael describes
a bit, as does taking many
his preference “I prefer
photographs in the hope
tandem seat aircraft, so that
that one is extra sharp. I also
I can view equally well to the
‘bracket’ my shots utilising
left or the right. Aerobatic
Gavin Conroy
a range of shutter speeds.
machines are also a blessing,
Remember to squeeeeeze the P-40C Tomahawk: 1/200 – f10 – ISO 200 – 55mm. An excellent near head-on shot of as we can manoeuvre for
shutter release, not jab at it!” one of only three airworthy P40Cs. “A lot of things just fell into place during this shoot.” unusual angles. If straight
and level shots are the norm,
In an air-to-air shoot,
then something with a large
the background behind
or removable window – to
your aircraft is pivotal in
avoid shooting through dirty
providing clues for your
Perspex. The L-39 Albatross
composition. We are very
jet doesn’t have an open
lucky here in New Zealand,
window, but it has great
where there is a plethora
visibility and a decent range
of stunning and scenic
of speeds.”
backgrounds available.
Whether it’s a fixed or
Sometimes the lighting can
rotary wing photo-ship,
be very different between
each has their own set
the sunlight that is hitting
of challenges, as Gavin
the ground, and the sunlight
explains: “Shooting from a
that is hitting the aircraft.
fixed wing aircraft is often
This can create dramatic
a windy, cold and bumpy
images when you have your
Gavin Conroy
environment, especially at
exposure stopped down
Spitfire MkIXc: 1/200 – f14 – ISO 100 – 32mm. Gavin took this over Ohakea in 2009 speed. I often fly with WW2
a few ‘f ’ stops for your
following the completion of test flying. Mt. Taranaki is between the propeller blades.
fighters and we are flying at
brightly lit aircraft, keeping
140 knots with the canopy open and that is challenging. Then again
the background dark and slightly under-exposed. Jessica explains
when flying with a WW1 aircraft buffet is a lot lower at 65 knots so
her approach: “For backgrounds, I try to avoid anything that would
it is easier to take a photo. Helicopters are pretty good, a machine
clutter the image, such as building or roads. I look for interesting
like the Hughes 500D is a very smooth platform. A helicopter like
patterns, like dunes, water or clouds, and try and take advantage of
an Iroquois is a bit bumpy but still easy to take a photo from. It is a
them”. For Gavin the choices involved in composition are simple:
matter of making the most of the platform you are using.”
“The only rule I stick to is if the light is good, the subject is nice
Often it is impractical to shoot into clean air and you will be
and close, and you have a lovely background, then the photo will be
forced to photograph your subject through a Plexiglas or Perspex
good. Look for nice backgrounds that suit the aircraft you are flying
canopy or cockpit window. These are often slightly curved and can
with and you will never be disappointed.”
lead to reflections and optical distortion getting in the way of your
Michael often photographs professional aerobatic teams of
subject aircraft. There are, however, some tricks to minimise the
multiple aircraft, so has some extra factors to consider: “I’m a big
negative effects of shooting through a window. Gavin lets us in on
fan of filling the lens with aircraft, and using very close formation
a few of them: “Stay close to the Plexiglas, but keep your lens off it
flying in order to do so (as opposed to zoom). I also enjoy high-G
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as you will scratch it. Rest a finger on the glass and the very tip of
the lens and that way you will not mark it. Try and use the flattest
part of the curve you can find. Having flown with the Red Checkers
a few times, it is a matter of adapting and looking for glare free
sections on the canopy as soon as you get in the aeroplane. It is
possible to get good photos through Plexiglas, and I have many
that I am quite proud of. It is much nicer to fly with the doors and
canopies closed if possible…”
Michael will never have the luxury of flying with the canopy
of a military trainer removed, so has become deft at the process.
“Ensure the canopy is clean, inside and out, before engine start.
Wear dark non-reflective clothing, and gloves (preferably black)
and ask your pilot to do the same. Sometimes the photo ship can
fly inverted, which cancels any internal reflections – but it makes
my job a little harder!” Michael’s experience as a pilot has seen him
fly a variety of aircraft over the years, sometimes as the pilot of
the photo-ship for other photographers. As it turns out, Michael
has flown as the photo-ship pilot for both Jessica (a Bonanza
over Santa Barbara) and Gavin! (Citabria over Ardmore). “I have
around 2000hrs in a variety of military and civilian aircraft. While
not a necessary requirement as such, it can really help when
understanding the limitations of the aircraft, airspace, and aircrew.
Sometimes I’m able to take the controls myself, position the aircraft
where I want it, and then hand it back to the pilot in command.”
Equipment

The equipment you choose to take up for your air-to-air shoots
is vital to achieving the results you want. There is no ‘nipping back
to the camera bag to get the other lens’ once you are airborne! It
can be an idea for you to take some shots on the ground of your
subject at the distance away as it was planned in the brief that
your photo ship will be. That way you can ensure you have the
right lens on your camera, and know what kind of focal length
you will need. It’s also handy to think about how low you can get
your shutter speed at that focal length before camera shake sets in
(not to mention plane-shake!) Usually it is not possible, or safe, to
swap lenses out during the shoot. If you need both a wide angle
and a zoom lens, you will need to take two camera bodies up with
you, but remember that while this may be fine when shooting out
the back of Hercules on an open ramp, it would not be possible

We offer services for:
Importing and Sourcing
Japanese logbook translation
Business Development Advice
Introduction and Liaison

Contact: Yasuo Ariyama

email: yasuo@jnzac.com

www.jnzac.com

Brumby

Cicaré CH-7B Kit (100 Hp Rotax 912) now in production
Contact: Phil Sowersby at Hastings
Home: 06 878 8896 Mobile: 027 244 9890
Email: springbox@ihug.co.nz
www.brumbyhelicopters.com.au
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in the confines of the rear
seat of a fighter cockpit.
Make sure you have plenty
of spare memory cards
and batteries in a tight
pocket, but remember
that any loose items can
become dangerous during
manoeuvres, so keep them
tightly away. Michael explains
his choice of equipment
“I use Canon DSLRs, and
the lens depends on the
closeness of the formation.
For aerobatic military teams
I may use a 10-22mm wide
angle for the first flight,
and maybe a 17-40mm or
24-105mm for subsequent
flights. It depends on what
images I may have in mind.
I carry a spare memory card
in a zipped pocket on my
black flying suit”. Gavin also
shoots with a Canon DSLR
“My weapon of choice is the
Canon 7D with a 24-105L
lens. I like to carry as little
as possible and only take
what I can’t do without.
The only other things are a
good harness or parachute”.
Jessica prefers a Canon
5DmkII with a 28-135mm or
70-200mm Lens. “I’ll bring
a wider angle (16-35mm)
if shooting a multiple-ship
formation team,” she adds.
Tales of air-to-air
photography

One of my favourite
sayings is “He who dies with
the most stories wins”, and
any aviation photographer
will have their fair share.
I asked Gavin to describe
the experience of his first
air-to-air shoot: “Now that
was interesting. Simon Paul
flew a Cherokee and I had
two Nanchang’s alongside
flown by Steve Petersen
and Jay McIntyre. We took
the door off and got the
harness etc. sorted and I
thought it all looked easy
enough. Then all hell broke
loose as we took off, the
noise, buffet, and slipstream
were quite intimidating. The
Nanchang’s arrived alongside
18
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Jessica Ambats

Wolfpitts Pro: 1/100 – f5.6 – ISO 160 – 100mm. This image, taken in Coushatta
Louisiana shows Jessica’s signature full prop blur to spectacular effect.
Notice the warm late afternoon colours and motion-blurred background.

Jessica Ambats

Sbach 342: 1/100 – f11 – ISO 100 – 132mm. You can even see the sun glinting off
the propeller in this image, taken in San Luis Obispo, California. Jessica’s ability to
capture head on close up shots of small nimble aircraft has become almost legendary.
Notice also how heavily cropped the above images are.
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in a very tight formation
and I was quite nervous,
and didn’t take anywhere
near the number of photos
I wanted to. On the ground
it seemed easy but being up
there was totally different
and not what I expected. I
actually put the camera down
for the first few minutes just
to get used to things and
once I was happy I started
to take some photos. I flew
with experienced people and
after we landed I was very
happy. It was exhilarating
and boy did I have a lot to
learn. 200 odd flights later, I
love it more than ever. It is a
lot of work though and I am
still learning something new
every flight”.
Often it is during the
more difficult shoots that
we gain the most, and that’s
certainly been the case for
Gavin and Michael. Michael
recalls: “One ‘memorable’
photo flight involved a
civilian aerobatic pilot, who
completely ignored the
pre-flight brief. He joined
from the wrong direction,
upside down, and began
rolling around my aircraft
– all unbriefed! The other
aircraft in my formation
wisely dived away, and I
simply ‘knocked it off ’
then and there. There was
no sense in trying to fix it
airborne and we had a ‘short’
debrief upon landing…
Another was a flight with
the Red Arrows in the UK.
Flying a Hawk in my first
high-G sortie for about a
year, on a hot summer’s day
was fairly demanding and I
was happy with the results.
But it was very tiring. Then
I was surprisingly offered
another flight immediately
afterwards – in the synchro
pair! (which pull many more
G). I quickly drank lots of
water and scoffed a banana
and an energy bar before
walking to the jet. However
once airborne I had
uncharacteristic trouble with
the high G – I was simply
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Jessica Ambats

Cessna Citation Mustang: 1/640 – f5 – ISO 100 – 70mm. Taken in cool morning light over San Francisco. The pilot’s grins are priceless.

fatigued. In the backseat we don’t wear a G-suit, and I’m using
a heavy Canon 1D Mk3 DSLR, holding it clear of the controls,
ejection seat, and canopy, during some very demanding flying at
extremely close formation with eight other jets. It was one of those
days where I had gotten my wish, and simply had to power through
it. It was a very tough flight, however I got some great photos.”
Gavin tells of a difficult sortie in 2008: “Jay McIntyre and I flew
alongside the Red Checkers team using a Nanchang as camera ship.
It is not common to see the Checkers fly alongside a civilian camera
ship but we had approval from the RNZAF. We went through 22
formation changes which the lead Checker and I called. Some of
the time we would lead the formation and other times the Red
Checkers would be formatting on us. The flight was 45 minutes

long and included Victory and Box formations, pairs, solos, the
Mirror, you name it we flew it! It was a very demanding flight
but very rewarding. Normally Jay and I would have a chat on the
way back to the airfield following a photo flight but we were both
buggered and never said a word. The photos were great and the
RNZAF were very pleased. I took my first air-to-air photo in 2005
and waited until we had enough knowledge to take on a flight like
this, so it took three years and was worth the wait. We did this again
in 2011 and it was a lot easier second time round.
Flying alongside the seven Fokker Triplanes at Classic Fighters
2007 was also a challenge due to having no radios etc. but we got
there. Flying with formations of more than five aircraft is very
challenging…”

Please support our advertisers and tell them you saw their advertisement in KiwiFlyer.
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Mentors and Inspiration

Every artist has their
mentors and heroes, and
aviation photographers are
no exception.
Jessica: “Russell Munson,
who photographed the
seagulls featured in Jonathan
Livingston Seagull, has been a
long-time mentor to me. His
candid feedback about my
work has proven invaluable.”
Michael: “Katsuhiko
Tokunaga is a massive
inspiration to me. He
produces images that make
me go “Wow!” and “How did
he DO that?”
Gavin: “Philip Makanna
is the person who inspired
me. He has many years of
experience and takes some
very memorable photos. He
is very passionate in terms
of WW2 fighters, as am I.
I also like the way he goes
about business - easy to get
along with and loves what
he is doing. I’ve worked with
him a few times on photo
flights that we have shared
and nothing is a problem
so that has been great, and
I have been able to learn
a lot along the way. I must
mention Ray Hanna here as
well. I discussed this type of
photography with him a few
years ago and he gave me
some great advice. “Gavin if
you ever find yourself flying
alongside a WW2 fighter, and
can’t get the photos you need
in one orbit then you should
not be up there at all”. I have
never forgotten it and still try
and achieve that…”

Michael Norton

Publicity shots aren’t always taken by experts. This image by your KiwiFlyer Editor ended
up as a poster nearly three metres wide on Tecnam’s Oshkosh stand in 2009.

Thanks !

Michael Norton

Sometimes an image can be enhanced by including part of the camera ship. In this case
the Harvards are returning from a Battle of Britain flypast over the Auckland Cenotaph
which as luck (or was it good planning) would have it, was also captured centre picture.

After the photo shoot

Unless you are a wellestablished photographer like
our three luminaries here,
air-to-air photography is not
something that you will do
regularly. While there is often
a shortage of pilots skilled in
formation flying and owners
willing to spend their flight
hours on an air-to-air shoot,
there is not really such a
shortage of photographers
willing to photograph it. To
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Michael Norton

The aircraft doesn’t always have to be the sole focus of the image. Including more
scenery in the picture can help to convey a sense of occasion - in this case a delightful
late afternoon Beaver flight along the coast south of Auckland.
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get invited on an air-to-air
mission, you will already
have needed to make a good
impression on the pilots
and others involved. There
is a fitting adage in business
that says, “In order to keep a
contract you must always be
part of the solution, never
part of the problem”, so try
to always be accommodating
to others needs and
requirements. Sometimes
the financing of these
flights can be complicated,
but if the arrangement is
non-commercial and you
are gaining enjoyment and
experience from it then make
sure you put something in
towards the fuel costs of the
flight. It’s also a good idea to
send the pilots and owners a
nice print of your favourite
few shots from the shoot.
Images that are emailed are
often viewed once, and then
slip down the inbox list to
get forgotten, so a physical
print is more likely to end up
on their office wall - where
you will be remembered and
hopefully invited back!

August / September 2011

KiwiFlyer is very grateful
to Jessica Ambats, Michael
Jorgensen and Gavin Conroy
for taking the time to
contribute to this air-to-air
photography tutorial and we
wish them the very best in
all their future endeavours.
Make sure you have good
search on the internet for
their work, and the work of
their mentors. In the next
episode I will be talking
about a very different type
of aviation photography, the
Low Light Long Exposure…
Just because the sun has
gone down doesn’t mean you
have to stop taking photos!

Heli Tow Carts available from Aeromarsters
helicopter and do not require ground wheels. They can be equipped
IT’S A tight fit for Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust’s (ARHT)
with optional ground power units.
two BK-117s in their Mechanics Bay hangar. One of the aircraft
The Heli Tow Cart range again includes three universal models
lives on a large platform trolley which raises its blades above the
rated at 2500kg, 4000kg and 7300kg. There are a further three
second machine that resides with skids on the floor and folded
blades. The trolley is easily pulled with a small tractor, but the
models specifically for Robinson helicopters. All are designed to
attach to and lift the front of the
other machine requires delicate
helicopter which must be fitted with
manoeuvring by hand. For the last
ground handling wheels.
few months, ARHT have been
The company also manufactures
using a new HeliCarrier imported
heavy duty, large diameter ground
for them by Aeromarsters who hold
handling wheels for Robinson
the NZ distributorship for a wide
helicopters as well as a range of
range of products produced by
other accessories including bear
Canadian company, Heli Tow Cart.
paws and cargo baskets.
GM Helicopter Services at
ARHT, Greg Brownson says they
About Aeromarsters
are delighted with the system
Aeromarsters is a recently
now in place. He describes the
formed New Zealand company
HeliCarrier as very easy to operate
specialising in the provision
and amazingly easy to control
of aviation spares support,
and steer with just one hand. A
ground equipment support and
removable hand control allows the
maintenance management to
operator to move far enough from
general aviation, helicopter, airline
the HeliCarrier to see down the side
and military operators in the
of the helicopter for manoeuvring
Oceania region.
close to walls and obstacles. Greg
General Manager, Tony Marsters
also notes how well built the unit is
says he visited the United States
and how useful it is to have ground
to view a variety of helicopter tow
power built in. The latter is an often
Accurate movement is possible with one hand using a detachable
carts and that Heli Tow Cart stood
chosen optional extra.
controller, allowing operators to see down the side of the aircraft.
out as offering the best quality
and the best value for money. He describes them as a ‘buy once’
Heli Tow Cart Products
item that is very well designed and built to last. ARHT are the first
Heli Tow Cart are a Canadian manufacturing company
Heli Tow Cart users in New Zealand and with the present level of
specialising in helicopter accessories, helicopter towing carts,
enquiry, Tony says he expects to soon be importing more.
helicopter carriers and towing equipment compatible with a very
wide range of aircraft from R22’s to Bell 412’s.
For more information
The HeliCarriers range includes three models rated at 2000kg,
Contact Tony Marsters at Aeromarsters on 09 636 6840 or
3400kg and 4300kg. All are universal in their application, simply
021 298 5750, email: tony.marsters@aeromarsters.co.nz or visit
requiring different skid clamps depending on the helicopter being
www.aeromarsters.co.nz
moved. HeliCarriers use a hydraulic lifting system to raise the whole

Past instalments of Chris Gee’s
aviation photography series in
KiwiFlyer can be downloaded
from www.kiwiflyer.co.nz
To see more of Chris’ own
excellent photography, visit
www.stereoimage.co.nz

www.kiwiflyer.co.nz

Our targeted free circulation to all aircraft owners and the aviation industry ensures that advertising in KiwiFlyer Gets Results.
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